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[In these minutes: 1. Biennial Budget Request, 2. ADCS Proposal, 3. Civil Service representation]

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES COMMITTEE (SCIT)

MINUTES

TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 1999
11:30 - 1:00
STUDIO C, RARIG CENTER

[These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota Senate or
Twin Cities Campus Assembly; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes represent
the view or, nor are they binding on the Senate or Assembly, the Administration, or the Board of Regents.]

PRESENT:
Maria Gini (chair), Steve Cawley, Vicki Gaylord, Harold Grotevant, Laura Gurak, Andy Lopez, Kevin
McDowell, William Peterson.

REGRETS: James Chelikowsky, Ann Hill Duin, Gary Jahn, Marcel Richter, Andy Rotering.

ABSENT: Susan Galatowitsch, Ben Metzler.

GUESTS:
Jodie Berg-Combs, Blake Downes, Sue Engelmann, Robert Kvavik, Myron Lowe, Charlene Mason, Shih-Pau
Yen.

1. BIENNIAL BUDGET REQUEST

Robert Kvavik, from the Office of the Executive Vice President and Provost, said that the Governor has
recommended the University's request less 17%. The University still hopes to receive the entire request, but has
been asked how funds would be allocated with varying degrees of cutbacks. Rochester is also not a factor since
the University's position has been that it would not cut funds from established programs to fund a Rochester
campus.

He then highlighted a slide presentation that was prepared for the Governor's Office by saying that this year
technology is not a stand-alone item, but has been embedded in three of the five initiatives that the President has
outlined in the University's request.

Undergraduate experience - electronic classrooms, training and support, technology centers on campus, and
library connections
Strengthening the community connection - Minnesota Virtual U, a wireless testbed, industry and education
partnerships, and the new GigaPoP
Quality of service - electronic commerce and web registration

The University has created an integrated mission that will build on current investments. He then opened the floor
for questions.

Q: How clear is the classroom strategy? What decision have already been made and which ones are still being
decided in terms of moving towards centralized technology centers?

A: Nothing has been articulated definitely, but the current building plan is compatible with a centralized structure.
Craig Swan in currently working with a group called Classroom Inc. which is looking at aligning structure with
functions of buildings on campus. Currently, classrooms are scheduled by the Registrar which reports to the
Provost, some maintenance has been provided by Media Resource which reports to the Dean of University
College, and they are cleaned by Facilities Management which reports to the Vice President for University
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Services. Throughout this process, no one asks for funds and there is no comprehensive strategy in place.
Providing quality classrooms is a high priority for both the President and Provost.

Q: Who will support classrooms in the long-term?

A: Classroom Inc. would be in charge of this area with an all funds budget for support.

Q: Would more centralized classroom change the current culture from less classroom possession by departments?

A: The University will need to find a balance. The current system has separate schedules for each group of rooms
controlled by a different area. This leads to less efficiency for finding available classrooms and scheduling rooms
to their full potential.

Q: If the University is moving towards more wireless services, will students also be required to purchase this
technology? 

A: Discussions are being held regarding laptops and wireless strategies. General College and Humphrey are
considering pilot projects. The extent of this pilot project will be determined by the funding that the University
receives. From a practical standpoint, it would take 18 months to develop laptop standards. This would only allow
isolated pilot projects next fall, with full implementation by Fall 2002.

Q: Will money be provided for new computers for faculty if a laptop pilot is instituted?

A: Crookston will be used a model, so that faculty are provided with the same laptops that the students receive. A
financial strategy will need to be developed to cover these expenses. IMG funds are now available to the deans to
be used for these initiatives. Other options would be to increase tuition, build this fee into financial aid, or ask the
state for more funds. The University also needs to keep options open, since many students now entering the
University already own a computer.

Q: With more people having access to computers, it raises the question of security. What is the University doing?

A: The University is working on a security strategy since the nature of the University's network is one that is
open. In the next few months, OIT will be bringing forward some standards and guidelines for colleges and
departments. With the invention and wide use of the web, it makes the public domain much larger and the private
domain smaller.

A committee member said that the European Data Directive, that was just passed in October, is clear about what
data can and cannot be collected. The American model is that any data can be collected and used. To be removed,
a person must contact the company or organization to request that their information not be used. This is the
opposite of the European model. These two different standards will need to be discussed with increased use of
wireless.

Bob Kvavik that these changes will prompt changes in the curriculum. More time will be spent on ethics and
public policy as it relates to advances in technology and science.

2. ADCS PROPOSAL

Shih-Pau Yen distributed a sheet detailing a draft version of the Collegiate IT Professional Program. Today,
technology is not completely a central or local issue. Instead, central needs to work with the local units on their
vision to provide the best possible service. This proposal provides a service that it flexible, by creating three
options, to meet the needs of various colleges. Interested colleges would have a technology professional housed in
their area, with this person trained by OIT and reporting jointly to the college and OIT. He then opened the floor
for questions.

Q: Is this a proposal for a pilot program? Which colleges will be involved?
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A: It is a pilot since more funds are not available. The extent of the pilot depends on a request for additional funds
that is included in the biennial request, but it has been well received by the Provost. Seven smaller colleges,
Pharmacy, Nursing, Dentistry, Law, Architecture and Landscape Architecture, Education and Human
Development, and Human Ecology, are the ones whose deans expressed interest in this proposal. One factor is
that many of these colleges face a staff retention problem, so a human resources strategy is also being developed
to permit lateral moves instead of forcing people to leave the University. Salary will also be closer to the market
rate by having joint funding between the colleges and OIT.

Q: How will joint reporting be handled? Will employees be held responsible to both the college and OIT?

A: The last three college meetings have focused on the human resources/personnel aspect of this proposal. The
thought is that this person would be employed by OIT but housed 100% in the college area. Reviews would be
provided by both OIT and the college. Day-to-day supervision would be provided by the college. If, at some
point, the college no longer needs this service, the person would be bumped back into OIT. OIT does not want to
be a retailer of technology services, but rather a partner with the colleges to meet their needs.

Q: What is the timeframe for this proposal?

A: OIT hopes to have the program in place by the end of the year since this effort was highlighted in the compact
planning process for the seven colleges involved.

Q: What level of technical support will be provided?

A: It is flexible depending on the needs of the college, although a salary cap is included for OIT matching college
funds.

3. CIVIL SERVICE REPRESENTATION ON SCIT

Blake Downes, a representative of the Civil Service Committee (CSC), said that the rationale for this request is
that 14% of civil service employees are employed in information technology related positions. These people are
the ones in charge of executing many of the initiatives that are discussed and approved by SCIT, without having
the opportunity to contribute to the planning process. For this reason, the CSC has asked SCIT to consider adding
a civil service representative to the committee. He then opened the floor for questions.

Q: What is the current membership of the committee? What is the process for changing membership on the
committee?

A: The current charge mandates 10 faculty/academic professional seats, of which 7 must be devoted to full-time
teachers or researchers. Other Senate committees do have civil service representatives. If SCIT approves adding
civil service representation, that change would be forwarded to the Senate Committee on Committees, the Senate
Consultative Committee, and the University Senate for approval, since it is a change to the bylaws of the
committee.

Q: How many seats is the Civil Service Committee asking be added?

A: At this time, the committee is only asking for one seat.

Q: How would the civil service seat be filled?

A: Once a seat is designated, the Civil Service Committee will solicit interested employees.

A committee member then suggested that a motion be prepared to show how the committee charge will be
revised, and this be e-mailed to SCIT members to vote on.

4. COLLEGE TECHNOLOGY FEES
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Steve Cawley asked that this item be held over until the April meeting since there was little time left and more
information would be available by then.

5. OTHER BUSINESS

Professor Gini then reminded the committee that once again the Senate Office is looking for interested faculty and
academic professionals to serve on its committees. She said that she will be on sabbatical next year, and therefore
the committee will also need to find a new chair. Anyone interested should contact the Senate Office.

Jodie Berg-Combs said that Michael Dolence is returning on March 29, from 9 - 3. Preparation for this has
included an on-line survey for faculty who teach classes that use technology. The data from this survey will be
compiled for the conference, at which time teams of 6 people will work together on different issues. Interested
SCIT members are encouraged to attend as a team.

Professor Gini said that the next meeting will include the college technology fees and a summary of the Dolence
Conference. She then thanked everyone for attending and adjourned the meeting.

Rebecca Hippert
University Senate


